
Pioneer Awards

The Awards Committee of the IEEE Group on Aero-
space and Electronic Systems has named Robert J. Dippy
as recipient of the Pioneer Award for 1966 and has
named Otto Scheller for a posthumous Pioneer Award.
The award to Mr. Dippy recognizes his pioneering con-

tributions to the conception and to the realization of the
earliest hyperbolic radio navigation system put into oper-
ation. Mr. Dippy's "Gee" system not only rendered
yeoman service in the defense of England in World War
II, but was also essentially the progenitor of pulsed hyper-
bolic radio navigation systems developed subsequently,
both for military and civil aviation and marine use. Not-
able among these is standard Loran (Loran A), to the
early development of which Mr. Dippy also contributed.
The posthumous award to Otto Scheller recognizes a

conception that is outstanding for its simplicity, its wide
applicability, and quite remarkably for its early date

(1907). This is the principle of the radio range formed by
overlapping directional radiation patterns and aurally
identified equisignal courses.
The two G-AES Pioneer Awards for 1966 illustrate the

truism that science and invention know no national
boundaries. Mr. Dippy is an Englishman now resident in
South Australia; Mr. Scheller was a German worker in
the early days of radio. In both cases, the practical appli-
cations of their conceptions are, by now, so widespread
and "old hat" that most people, even those in our special-
ized field, do not know who the responsible pioneers were.
To remedy such situations is one of the purposes of the
annual G-AES Pioneer Awards.

Details on the life and work of Dippy and Scheller are
given in the biographical-historical sketches on the next
pages.
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Robert J. Dippy:
The Hyperbolic Radio
Navigation System

ROBERT L. COLIN, ITT Federal Laboratories, Nutley, N. J.

By R. I. C. (Prologue)

The credit which the editors graciously give me every

year is this year a bit unearned. This year's biographical-
historical sketch on the Pioneer Award is made up largely
of quotations, not (only) because it saves me work, but
because the quoted material does the job so admirably.

In a previous Pioneer Award article by me (relating to
the award to L. Alvarez for GCA [1]) introducing a re-

printed paper by Arther C. Clarke, I wrote:

Mr. Clarke's nostalgic recollections are presented in the appeal-
ing characteristic style that the British handle so well (to our envy,
and which they are not afraid to let filter even into their technical
writing and speech.)

A fine illustration of what I meant in that statement is
provided by the little article supplied to me by Mr. Dippy.
His (auto-) biographical sketch appears nominally in the
third person, but it was written by him. It is presented
here exactly as he submitted it, without any editing; I
would not presume to tamper with it. (G-AES editors and
typesetter, please note.)

By R. J. D. (from a letter 2/1/66)

Dear Mr. Colin: I enclose herewith some notes as re-

quested by you. They are not very voluminous, and to tell
the truth, I have found it rather a depressing exercise to
discover how far I have moved from direct technical
work. The modern scientific world is so vastly more com-

plex than the dawn of electronics with which I was con-

cerned. So now I am, in effect, a Manager, making the
obstructions for other people to struggle against.

Enclosed, also, are two photographs of the old crock in
his declining years. You can see what a mean old B. he
has become, can't you.*

Yours sincerely,
Robert J. Dippy

By R. J. D.

Robert James Dippy was born on 26th November 1912
at Charlton, near London, England. Secondary education
was at Chatham House School, Ramsgate; Dartford
Grammar School; and Erith Technical College. He en-

tered London University in 1931 and obtained his
honours degree in Electrical Engineering in 1934.

Postgraduate education was mainly by the British
Broadcasting Corporation-an honour shared with mil-

* (R. I. C.) "B." is presumably some Australian technical expression.

lions of other Englishmen and a debt that can never be
repaid or adequately expressed.
Was given the opportunity of gaining vacation experi-

ence at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, South Farn-
borough, and worked under Mr. F. S. Barton. In one
corner of the laboratory, tests were being conducted on
the "Queen Bee" pilotless aircraft. In another laboratory,
the (then) ultra modern piece of magic was a cathode-ray
oscilloscope.
Dippy joined the Research Laboratories of the (British)

General Electric Co. in late 1934 and was soon engaged in
television development. In 1936, he saw a newspaper ad-
vertisement for positions in radio research in the Air
Ministry and, remembering R.A.E. Farnborough, ap-
plied. He found himself appointed as one of the "Foun-
dation Members" of the Bawdsey Research Station the
birthplace of British radar, later to become Telecommuni-
cations Research Establishment.
Among other pieces of electronic equipment, such as

special timebases and pulse generators, Dippy designed
the early simulators to produce radio signals to feed to
radar sets for the training of operators. Sets of cams
could be changed to vary the nature of the simulated
"raid".
About 1938, RJD suggested a system for approach to

airports in bad visibility using the difference of time of
arrival at the aircraft of signals transmitted from stations
at each side of the field.**

In June 1940, Sir Phillip Joubert visited the Station,
which had then been moved to Swanage, and explained
the plight of Bomber Command. Aircraft were not reach-
ing the correct targets, were straying into heavily de-
fended areas and were getting lost on the way home.
Losses were very heavy, and successes negligible. A navi-
gational aid was essential to enable aircraft to reach and
hit the right target, to keep to desired routes and arrive on
time and, essentially, to return by desired routes and
reach their home bases. The aid was not to transmit from
the aircraft and thus disclose its presence, it was to serve
any number of aircraft at the same time by providing a
sort of grid reference to fix the position, and it was not to
be unduly influenced by jamming. Robert Dippy's origi-
nal scheme seemed to be appropriate, and he suggested
modifications that promised to meet the requirements.
The resulting scheme was called G for grid. Subsequently,
someone not in the know "corrected the spelling" to Gee.
and this stuck.
Saward has suggested in his book "The Bombers Eye"

that Dippy met with such official obstruction that he was
driven ill. The unromantic fact is that he had an excep-
tionally severe attack of chicken pox! The official support
for the project from all quarters was amazing, and the
cooperation of the Royal Air Force at all levels was all

X (R. I. C.): Sir Robert Watson-Watt, in his book, gives the date as "'37" See
passages quoted below.
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that could possibly be desired. How else could the equip-
ment have been in full operational use so soon? The
award for Faith in the System, though, must surely go to
the Royal Navy. On D day, their minesweepers swept
lanes through the German minefields along suitable G
grid lines, and cruisers destroyers, etc. proceeded to rush
along these same lanes blind-except for G.

Eventually, the use of G was widespread, and Dippy
was subsequently decorated with the O.B.E. and the
American Medal of Freedom with Bronze palm. He was
given a Departmental award of £5,000-but, of course,
the technical circuit and system development work was
that of many others. "Johnny" Johnson was the able
right-hand-man, Frank Wells designed the airborne Indi-
cators, John Bellringer looked after the vital liaison
aspects with the users, and many others were in the team.

In June 1942, Dippy was sent to America to pass on to
the team working on Loran the results of G. experience,
and to help where he could. Most of the time was spent at
Cambridge, Mass., and this short period of 8 months had
a profound effect on Dippy, well beyond the technical
interest of working in the American team. The head of the
radar side of the work of the British Air Commission in
Washington at that time was Mr. F. S. Barton, it is of in-
terest to note.

After the war, in 1949, Dippy migrated to New Zealand
to join the Civil Aviation Branch of the Air Department
as Controller of Telecommunications, and after about a
year, he was given charge of the Airways Division, re-
sponsible for all ground facilities in New Zealand and the
island airports in the Pacific at Nandi (Fiji), Rarotonga,
Aitutaki and Faleolo. This responsibility covered air-
ports, navigational aids, communications, and air traffic
control. During this time, he found one of his very early
training radar simulators at the radio school at Wigram
RNZAF base, Christ Church. By 1957, Dippy was feel-
ing the urge to return to scientific research, and went to
Australia to join the Weapons Research Establishment as
Principal Scientific Officer, Electronic Techniques. WRE
is the base establishment, near Adelaide, for the Woomera
Missile Range. He is now Superintending Scientist in
charge of the Applied Physics Division. One of the major
projects for which he has had responsibility through three
of his Groups has been the tripartite re-entry physics
project of U.K., U.S.A., and Australia known as "Daz-
zle". His present work covers far too wide a scientific
range for his somewhat meagre mental equipment to have
gained more than a smattering of knowledge of each sub-
ject; but he finds it interesting to contemplate the pilot-
less target aircraft-the Jindivik-at Woomera and re-
member the Queen Bee at South Farnborough.

By R. I. C.

Sir Robert Watson-Watt is noted for his outstanding
role in the conception and development of radar and its
use in defending England during World War II. In his

books, "Three Steps to Victory" and "The Pulse of
Radar," he devotes considerable space to reminiscences
of the conception, development, and use of another elec-
tronic system which played a vital role in that effort, and
which involved Mr. Dippy and himself in close profes-
sional relations [2 ], [3 ]. The following passages are
quoted from the first-named book.*

By Sir R. W-W (From Chapter 28, "The Ice-Box")
I had no release from this role, of "no" man in moder-

ation, at any time during my tenure of office at Orford and
Bawdsey, and little easement when I moved to the Air
House. We were still heavily loaded by our top priority
work on chain and airborne systems when, in Oct. '37,
R. J. Dippy brought forward, in a conference in my some-
what grandiose office at Bawdsey, a proposal for a radar-
like system to aid approach and landing in conditions of
bad visibility. It was to use two pulse transmitters a few
(10 or so) miles apart, with a fixed relation between the
times of sending out the evenly spaced pulses from each
transmitter. A novel receiver in the aircraft, with a
cathode-ray display, would measure the relative delay
between the two sets of pulses, and thence, not the dis-
tance to one transmitter or to the other, but the differ-
ence between the distances from the aircraft to the two.
If the difference was zero, the craft was clearly in the ver-
tical plane containing the centre line of the landing run-
way. Every other difference defined a particular curved
(in fact hyperbolic) surface on which the aircraft at the
moment lay, these curves crowded together as they came
near the line joining the transmitters, and a chart with
these unchanging curves plotted on it would show the air-
crew where they were relatively to the extension of the
centre-line of the runway, enabling them to fly along that
line or any chosen one near it. The curves gathered the
homing flock into a precisely defined approach funnel, so
to say.

This was not radar, but it was radar-like; without the
climate of radar about us it was unlikely to suggest itself.
It was of great novelty and ingenuity, and it was capable
of meeting a pressing need. But there were still more press-
ing needs, and with great reluctance I put its development
into suspense, with no doubt whatever about its technical
promise and operational value. Soon afterwards, I moved
from Bawdsey, but this does not excuse me for not asking
to have it brought out at a later date. The local machinery
of Bawdsey also failed to unfreeze it, and Dippy brought
it forward again, at a time of critical need, to become the
"Gee" (G for Grid) system of navigational guidance
which made the thousand-bomber raid practicable, and
which made "Gee" equipment the most widely installed of
all radar and radar-like airborne equipment, with the one
exception of that most widely fitted of all, I.F.F.

* Published 1957 by Odhams Press, Limited, London. Quoted by permission
of the publisher and Sir Robert Watson-Watt.
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(From Chapter 63, "Air on the Gee String")

We now had grave and growing doubts about the re-
sults attainable, by our existing methods, in our bombing
operations. These doubts brought Dippy's 1937 proposal,
for aircraft guidance, out of the Ice Box. There it had,
happily, richly matured.
The savage razing of Rotterdam on 14 May 1940 re-

moved all doubts about sanctuary for the civilian in
German air policy, and unleashed our bombing offensive
on the Ruhr. Of ninety-six bombers which flew in the
night missions of 15/16 May 1940 against targets beyond
the Rhine, only twenty-four claimed so much as to have
even located their assigned objectives. Later experience
made it certain that a prohibitively large percentage of
our bombs failed to do any militarily significant damage;
forty-nine per cent of the bombs dropped on South-west
Germany between May 1940 and May 1941 fell in open
country. Dippy himself, sometime in 1940, brought again
to notice, by approaching Rowe, his guidance system.
Now, however, he had for it a much more ambitious
range of application. He offered improved position-fixing
anywhere in a very wide area, to be effected in the aircraft
itself through observations on the pulse transmitting sta-
tions of his old low-visibility scheme. With a master sta-
tion and two, or preferably three, slave stations, emitting
pulses timed in synchronism, he could offer fixing, accu-
rate within a mile or so, anywhere out to and beyond a
hundred miles from the master station. All this would be
done without having the aircraft send out any signals,
which might reveal its position to the enemy; without
limit on the number of individual aircraft who could use
the system simultaneously without interference one with
the other; and with complete independence of weather
conditions.
A preliminary test in the late months of 1940 was very

encouraging, and the "Gee" system (G for Grid) was
born. Flight testing of a suitable receiver came in the
spring of 1941, and by July 1941 three high-power sta-
tions were ready to unfold the invisible grid over Ger-
many, while twelve aircraft were ready for full-scale oper-
ational trials by the RAF which were flown, in August,
with outstanding success. The operational needs which
could be met by Gee were not merely, perhaps not even
primarily, target location. The first service was to allow
the attainment of accurate accurate in time and space-
rendezvous and marshalling in the assembly of a large
night-bombing force; the second the maintenance of a
good track en route; the third the certainty of finding the
target area without gross error, but with no pretence to
the overrated "pickle-barrel" accuracy which was so
prominent in American thinking; the fourth maintenance
of good return track; the fifth quick landings for damaged
and lame-duck aircraft on their return; if weather were
unfavourable, return to alternative bases was made easier.
All this was facilitated by the ability to do good wind-

estimation at any desired time. Even when the target was
well beyond the dependable range of Gee coverage, navi-
gational accuracy was still greatly increased by the ability
to select a new, accurately known, intermediate "point of
departure" for that leg of the flight which began within
the limit of accurate fixing by Gee; this was a great im-
provement on dead reckoning all the way.

Experience was quickly to show that we had greatly
under-estimated the period during which the enemy would
be unable to apply radio counter-measures denying us the
full and free use of Gee over enemy or enemy occupied
territory, and also that we had been excessively conserva-
tive about the maximum distances at which Gee would be
useful. It was, in fact, generally good to 350 miles out, and
in some sorties to Italy it was good beyond 700 miles. An
American historian has recorded that "before the end of
the war 80% of the Eighth Air Force (USAAF) was fly-
ing with it, and the 9th, 12th and 15th were using it as
well". Gee was used in operational flights by twelve air-
craft of the RAF in August 1941; on 8-9 March, 1942,
Luebeck (how I had loved Luebeck) and Rostock, though
both beyond direct Gee range, were for the first time
brought into effective night-bombing range, in a 300
bomber attack; later in that month 120 Gee-equipped air-
craft bombed Cologne within 15 minutes, and none failed
by more than two minutes to keep to his pre-scheduled
time of return to base. On 31 May 1942 Cologne experi-
enced its first thousand-bomber attack, in which 80% of
the force reached the target area with a concentration in
time which saturated the defences. The general installa-
tion of Gee in US 8th AF, with wholly British equipment,
began in August 1943. If, as was alleged in the cold war of
radio aids to civil aviation, I.C.A.O. 1946, the 15th Air
Force asked to have Gee removed from its aircraft, it
could only have been because of their unfounded, and
perhaps unstated, assumption that it was intended to
ensure, directly, "pickle-barrel" bombing-or because of
inept use.
The long interference-free utility of Gee was no acci-

dent. Use was withheld during the build up of adequate
equipment, adequate installation, and maintenance facili-
ties. Secret frequencies were held in reserve. Altogether
the Gee programme (which, as I think I have said in
another chapter, involved the fitting of the greatest num-
ber of craft in all radar, with the exception of the nearly-
universally fitted I.F.F.) was a model of good planning
and of speedy and careful execution. A Gee chain was
installed on the South coast to give cover over France,
including the naval ports Brest, Lorient and St. Nazaire;
two other chains, mainly for the sea reconnaissance and
strike aircraft of Coastal Command, covering the south-
west approaches and the waters off North-west Scotland.

In the summer of 1942 the Navy had begun to install
Gee in their light surface craft, enabling them to navigate
accurately in any weather. Minesweeping and minelaying
were also Gee-aided operations. Gee reappears in the
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Liberation Assault, in such force that it has been said that
"D-day was G-day".
The timely advent of Gee in quantity was made pos-

sible only by a "crash programme" of the most remark-
able unorthodoxy, in which Dippy and his small staff of
assistants on the one hand, and the selected development-
and-production firm on the other, achieved an almost un-
paralleled performance. After Gee was well launched, we
sent Dippy over to the United States to aid the introduc-
tion of the Loran (Long Range Aid to Navigation) sys-
tem, a quite similar system on lower frequency, which had
developed out of a microwave suggestion made by Dr.
Alfred Loomis in October 1940. The history of Loran is
traced by Guerlac, the historian of the National Defence
Research Committee's radar programme: "The need for
a system of navigation independent of weather conditions,
intended in the first instance for long range bombers, had
been among the original proposals made by the American
Armed Services to N.D.R.C. It was also one of the sub-
jects discussed with the British Technical Mission. Early
in October 1940 A. L. Loomis formally proposed to the
Microwave Committee that they adopt a scheme in which
pulsed radio waves from fixed stations be used to produce
a grid or network of hyperbolic lines from which a fix can
be obtained by the operator in an aircraft or ship carry-
ing a specially designed pulse receiver. [This scheme was
identical with the British navigational system Gee, about
which members of the British Mission were only imper-
fectly informed, Loomis' suggestion seems to have been
arrived at independently of the British, though discussions
with members of the mission may have helped to crystal-
lize the project.]"
The passage enclosed in square brackets is overlaid by

a series of dashes, through which it is perfectly legible, in
the text as sold to the public by the U.S. equivalent of Her
Majesty's Stationery Office. I can only suppose that the
dashes have some relation to "the ravages of a rather
crippling bout of military and naval censorship, and to
smooth over other deletions made at the insistence of the
Government's patent advisers--some at least can be laid
to the apparent necessity of self protection against the
Government's zealous allies, foreign and domestic".
Whether the dashes have the same significance in Guerlac's
prose as they would have had in, for example, Victorian
prose I cannot, of course, judge.
"A frequency of about 30 Mc/sec, almost the same as

that of Gee, was first chosen . . the original equipment
was ordered in December 1940 . reconsideration re-
sulted in some small scale experimentation during the
summer of 1941 with a system using medium frequen-
cies . . . the original high frequency plan was abandoned
before the end of that year. This new system became
known as LRN and these letters were later expanded into
the word Loran . . . Between the spring of 1941 and the
end of January 1942, Project III was changed from an
ultra-high frequency system into what became known as

Loran-away from a 30 megacycle system to one working
on approximately 2 megacycles per second.... A. G.
Touch of BAC disclosed the general multiple-trace idea
of the Gee indicator in a visit to the Laboratory (at MIT)
in September 1941, and the field party upon returning
from the Middle West proposed the same idea to the
Project II group." In particular, Dippy did much for the
development of a combined aircraft installation which
could be used for Gee or Loran at will, Gee for moderate
ranges and relatively high accuracy, Loran for long ranges
at a sacrifice of accuracy.

I still feel apologetic about the delay in bringing Gee
out of the ice-box. Yet I wonder whether, in fact, even
that part of the delay which was not absolutely essential
to the defensive (which made the offensive possible) can-
not be ascribed to involuntary wisdom. It may well be
that the arguments for withholding till there were large
numbers of Gee sets available are equally applicable in an
abstract argument about the maximum useful life of a
vulnerable device of this kind. Earlier availability might
have led to the squandering of part of this calendar life in
raids whose intensity and value were limited by inade-
quate bomber strength.

I cannot find a comparable rationalization for the sub-
sequent history of Gee. By mid-1946 we were able to
show delegates from PICAO a direct reading Gee set
which removed the objections to the slightly involved
operation of co-ordinate determination used in the mili-
tary models. The U.K. delegation which I led in the ap-
propriate PICAO meeting in Montreal in November 1946
presented a very good case for wide use of Gee in civil
aviation, but the follow-up, alike in technical and opera-
tional aspects, in the immediately succeeding years does
not seem to me to have been well measured to the strength
of that case. Gee for general use in civil aviation has now
been so long dormant as to suggest desperation rather
than perspiration or even respiration.

By R. I. C.

Although, as Sir Robert Watson-Watt remarks at the
end of the quoted passage, Gee was not adopted for civil
aviation, its influence lived on in the radio navigation
developments spawned from it. Notable among them is
Loran, in varieties A, B, C, D, LF, SS, Radux, and
Omega (by last count, unless John Pierce has another
gleam in his eye).
A brief history of Loran is given in the Pioneer Award

article by me on John A. Pierce [4]. The following pas-
sages are quoted therefrom by permission of myself.

In Loran, as in the case of many other great developments in
radio and electronics, it is difficult and perhaps fruitless to try to
pinpoint a single person as "positively-the-first inventor." Great
ideas have often occurred at about the same time to a number of
persons in different areas, quite independently. Apparently, there
occur times when the practical need for something new, and the
advances in the background state-of-art, reach a simultaneous cul-
mination. The germinal ideas inevitably sprout forth from several
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conceivers; and patent lawyers and courts thereafter thrive on
arguing questions of legal priority. In the case of hyperbolic radio
navigation, many names and claims occur, buttressed variously by
patents applied for, patents issued, publications, disclosures, models
of equipment, etc. Omitting consideration of continuous wave phase
comparison-type hyperbolic systems, and restricting attention to the
pulse-type systems, of which Loran is the outstanding practical
example, the period of gestation for the basic idea and the initial
developments appears to have been the late 1930's and early 1940's.
Prominent names that come to mind include those of Bac, Alford,
Dippy, Loomis, and J. A. Pierce.

Ferdinand Bac (of Le Materiel Telephonique, French affiliate
company of the ITT Corporation) holds an issued patent relating to
navigational use of pulsed transmissions emanating in synchronized
manner from two separated ground radio stations; this was filed in
France on March 5, 1941, and in the U. S. on December 4, 1941.
Andrew Alford (then with the U. S. laboratory of ITT) holds a
U. S. patent filed on October 8, 1942, relating to position fixing by
reception of pulses from several pairs of transmitting stations. In
England, Robert J. Dippy (then of the Telecommunications Re-
search Establishment) filed a British patent application on Decem-
ber 23, 1942, relating to a pulsed hyperbolic navigation system; he
claimed an initial conceptional disclosure in 1939, and holds some
issued British patents on the subject. Mr. Dippy's proposal to the
British government led to the development of the Gee system by
TRE, and its operational implementation by 1942. In the U. S., the
noted private researcher and inventor, Dr. Alfred A. Loomis, made
a proposal around late 1940 on a pulsed hyperbolic system for radio
navigation. This was presented to the Microwave Committee of the
National Defense Research Committee. Dr. Loomis later filed a
U. S. patent application on this subject, dated July 3, 1945, claiming
first drawings and descriptions in late 1940 and early 1941.

In the spring of 1941, a new group was organized at the Radia-
tion Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology under
the direction of Melville Eastham of the General Radio Company.
Mr. Eastham had the responsibility for testing the equipment that
had been ordered by the Microwave Committee of NDRC for
exploring the potentialities of the idea proposed by Dr. Loomis.
This program had been assigned to M.I.T. as "Project No. 3." John
A. Pierce was invited to join this new group at M.I.T., and received
a leave of absence from Harvard for the purpose. Other notable
names in the large group which contributed to Project No. 3 include
D. G. Fink and Professor J. C. Street.

In the late summer of 1941 this group learned of the British Gee
development initiated by Mr. Dippy at TRE, and which was being
implemented to operate in the lower VHF band around 30 Mc.
Pierce set out to provide a lower frequency band for the M.I.T.
development, the reason being that the U. S. was particularly in need
of a longer range navigation system for the Atlantic Ocean convoy
routes than could be provided by 30 Mc operation. Results of his
initial experiments, in August and September of 1941, led to adop-
tion of the lower HF region around 2 Mc for the M.I.T. System
(later dubbed "Loran"-acronym for Long Range Navigation)....
At the present writing, standard Loran ("Loran-A") is very much
an operational, widely-used navigation system, an enduring monu-
merit to the early labors of Pierce and of all the others whose efforts,
in one way or another and at one place or another, led to the present
perfection of Loran.

Among the outstanding names to be included in any
history of hyperbolic radio navigation systems in general,
and Loran in particular, that of Dippy must certainly
appear prominently. It is not the purpose here to desig-
nate any particular person as the sole or original inventor,
in the legal sense, of hyperbolic navigation systems. As
mentioned previously, the idea seems to have occurred to
various individuals. It is clear, however, that Dippy was
responsible for the first concrete embodiment of the gen-
eral principles, the first design, development, and use of
actual hardware-with assists by the persons and groups

named by him graciously in his biographical sketch. The
debt owed to him by Loran, direct and indirect, is ac-
knowledged, above all, by John A. Pierce, who by no
coincidence is a member of the G-AES 1966 Pioneer
Awards Committee, and who has written and edited sec-
tions on Loran in the M.I.T. Radiation Laboratory
Series as well as other articles on the subject [5]-[8].

By R. L C. (Epilogue)
A final word on Mr. Dippy's latest technical activity,

curiously enough a consequence of correspondence and
telephone calls pertaining to the arrangements for the
1966 Pioneer Award, between myself in New Jersey and
Mr. Dippy located antipodally in South Australia. Our
conversations branched out to touch on our mutual scien-
tific interests, and fittingly on the controversy in physics
circles on Parkinson's second law, which involves a curi-
ous antipodal phenomenon.

Professor C. Northcote Parkinson, a noted student and
commentator on bureaucracy and the allied arts, is
especially famous for his first law: "Work expands to fill
the time available for its completion." Parkinson's second
law states that guests at cocktail parties tend to circulate
around the buffet table in a clockwise direction in the
northern hemisphere, counterclockwise in the southern
hemisphere. Parkinson explains this on the basis of the
Coriolis force, a consequence of the earth's rotation in
accordance with Newton's second and third laws of mo-
tion. He cites well-known analogous phenomena due to
the same cause: Quiet water going down the drain whirl-
pools around the bowl clockwise north of the equator,
counterclockwise south of the equator; cyclonic winds in
the northern hemisphere blow clockwise about the central
barometric low, in the southern hemisphere counterclock-
wise. Supporters of the Parkinson theory are said to
belong to the "Coriolis Camp".

Other physicists, while not denying the phenomenon
first observed and reported on by Parkinson, ascribe it to
an electromagnetic cause rather than a dynamic one.
Above and below the equator, the nearest magnetic poles
of the earth are of opposite polarity, while the spinning
ionized bodies around the buffet table are identically
charged. Adherents of this theory belong to the "Larmor
Precession Camp".

Still other scientists (mostly chemists) dispute even the
existence of the phenomenon, claiming that the motions
around the buffet table are entirely haphazard and ran-
dom, depending on the thermal agitation of the bodies,
the mean free path between collisions, and the ambient
temperature (degrees Kelvin). These dissenters belong to
the "Brownian Movement Camp".
The question has become a cause celebre in scientific

circles, distracting many top physicists from more impor-
tant practical problems such as the exploding universe
and traffic jams around the Xerox machine. The contro-
versy remains unsettled largely because of the reluctance
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of scientists to expose themselves to the toxic hazards in-
volved in making scientific observations under the envi-
ronmental conditions.

Mr. Dippy and myself, fortuitously located antipodally,
and being dedicated scientists ready to investigate natural
phenomena at any personal risk or inconvenience, make
an ideal team to research and settle the matter of the
Parkinson effect. After protracted personal observations
and computerized data analyses, we intend to publish our
findings in a joint paper: "Report on the Manhattan (or
Martini) District Project", to appear in the TRANSACTIONS
OF THE IEEE GROUP ON GEOSOCIAL ELECTRONICS
(G-GSE). In the name of science, all IEEE members who
contemplate giving cocktail parties are urged to invite one
or the other or us (depending on the shortest great-circle
travel route) to attend with our special test instrumenta-
tion.
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Otto Scheller:
The Radio Range Principle

ROBERT L. COLIN, ITT Federal Laboratories Nutley N. J.

The following article is a reprint, by permission, of the
paper "Otto Scheller and the Invention and Applications
of the Radio-Range Principle," by Robert I. Colin, pub-
lished originally in ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATION, vol. 40,
no. 3, pp. 359-368, Copyright 1965 by International Tele-
phone and Telegraph Corporation.

Otto Scheller, born in 1876 in Germany, was a pioneer
in aeronautic navigational electronics long before there
was such a thing as aeronautic navigational electronics.
The explanation of that paradoxical statement is a story
overdue to be told.
Among the tens of thousands of patents issued all over

the world in any one year, only a few, if any, represent
contributions of the highest order in respect to novelty
and usefulness. As a further generality, one is on quite
safe ground in estimating that the originality and technical
value of a patent is in inverse proportion to the bulk of
the patent document. A very long patent with complex
diagrams and with text that is difficult to translate into

plain English by one not versed in patent language is apt
to consist of minor embroidery or improvement on old
ideas. The inventor and his patent attorney are trying to

wring every possible claim out of something that just gets
by the legal definition of what is patentable. On the other
hand, a truly great and novel idea is apt to be describable
in brief and clear text and simple diagrams.

Otto Scheller and his first-rank contributions to the art

of radio navigation could serve as a classic example of
the (perhaps risky!) generalities mentioned above. The
story illustrates another aspect that may characterize a

great invention or discovery. That is, a major invention
may go unrecognized initially because it was made far in
advance of its time. The legal patent validity may expire
before the idea is put to practical application, and by that
time the world may have forgotten who the inventor was.
It is an object of this article to draw attention to that
lapse in the case of Otto Scheller and his original concep-
tion of the radio-range principle, a basic principle that
has found extensive application to radio navigation sys-
tems from 1930 to the present time.
The principle in question is that of delineating one or

more fixed paths in space for the nonvisual guidance of
vehicles by radio means, by the following technique. A
simple on-course equisignal indication is created by suit-
able modulation of two or more antenna arrays that pro-
duce radiation lobes intersecting along the desired course
direction. This principle will be recognized as exactly that
of the four-course radio range, the first systematic air
naviation aid installed on a wide scale; it is a basic prin-
ciple of later variants such as the visual-aural range, the
localizer and glide-slope portions of instrument landing
systems, and Sonne or Consol. It is also a principle that
has been extensively applied to radio compasses, direction
finders, and radar.

Otto Scheller presented his idea to the world in 1907.
That was only a short time after the birth of the airplane;
for that matter, it was not long after the birth of wireless.
Commercial air transport was then a thing of the future
(around the 1920's); hence the need for air navigation
aids, and the practical application of Scheller's idea to

fulfill that need, awaited the passage of many years. But
that time did come. Before discussing Scheller's inven-
tions, however, a brief biographical sketch follows [11.

Otto Scheller was born on June 6, 1876, in Blankenstein
in the province of Thuringia, Germany. His education in
mechanical and electrical engineering began in 1896 at

the Berlin Technische Hochschule. A well-known scien-
tist in early wireless, Professor Slaby, steered young
Scheller into the then-new field of radio. Radio became
Scheller's principal and intensive field of activity through-
out his life. He began his professional career as an engi-
neer with the Allgemeine Elektricitiits-Gesellschaft
(AEG), working on the design and construction of the
earliest commercial radio stations in Germany. He
traveled on behalf of AEG-Telefunken to Mexico and
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